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Loritts challenges campus
By Lauren Free
Contributor
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Chapel speaker Crawford Loritts preaches his sermon series "First Things First" to the campus during Spiritual Renewal week 2006.

Taylor students and faculty listened intently Monday
morning as Dr. Crawford
Loritts shared his message
in chapel.
This began his sermon series entitled “First Things
First” that took place Sept. 11
through 13.
“Dr. Loritts spoke in chapel
three years ago. His good
rapport with our students
and excellent Bible teaching caused me to consider
him as a Spiritual Renewal
speaker,” pastor Randy Gruendyke said. Gruendyke
explained that Spiritual Renewal speakers are selected
based on their devotion to
the Scripture, ability to communicate it in a compelling
manner, and availability at
the time of the series.
Spiritual Renewal is an annual series of lectures held
at Taylor University at the
beginning of each semester.
Guest speakers are chosen
who will spiritually inspire
the Taylor University community. Chapel coordinator
Rebekah Lay planned the
series, which consisted of
two chapels and three evening sessions.
“[Spiritual Renewal] is a
chance to start the term off
in unity, focusing together
on the most important things
and the basics of why we are
all here,” Lay said.
Junior Megan Seymour
agreed with Gruendyke. “I
appreciated the passion and
honesty that [Loritts] demonstrated to the audience.
He was able to communicate
truth in a direct, but personable manner,” she said.
Gruendyke was pleased
that Loritts delivered God’s
Word in the way Gruendyke
hoped, as he views Spiritual

Renewal as an opportunity
to refresh hearts through the
presentation of Scripture.
He added, “The student response, especially in the evening sessions, has been particularly gratifying.”
Loritts spent many years
involved in various ministry agencies, including the
American Missionary Fellowship and the Urban Evangelistic Mission. He has also
assisted in the founding of
two churches, Oak Cliff Bible
Fellowship in Dallas, Texas
and Canton Bible Church in
Canton, Miss.
Loritts and his wife have
also worked with Campus Crusade for Christ for
27 years, where he currently serves as associate
director, USA.
Loritts became the senior pastor of Fellowship
Bible Church in Roswell, GA
in 2005.
Loritts has written six
books and has spoken at
numerous events, including Promise Keeper’s men’s
conferences, three Super
Bowls, the NCAA Final Four
Chapter, gatherings of senior
military officers at the Pentagon, Moody Bible Institute’s
Founder’s Week, and he and
his wife are featured speakers at Family Life marriage
and parenting conferences.
Loritts is a visiting professor at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield,
Ill., where he teaches courses
in leadership and preaching.
He also hosts a daily radio
program titled “Living the
Legacy.” For more information about his radio program,
visit www.livingalegacy.org.
Cassettes and CDs of his
Spiritual Renewal sermons
are available from the ETC.
They can also be accessed
online at www.taylor.edu/
experience/chapel.htm.

Bowlers raise money
for kidney transplant

Students fill annual festival

Crest Lanes in Marion is
hosting a Bowling Scramble
fundraiser on Oct. 7 at 1 p.m.
for kidney transplant recipient Mark Sevier. Donations
will go toward the Mark Sevier Kidney Transplant Fund
through Star Financial Bank.
Late last March, Sevier
discovered he has Alport
Syndrome, an exceptionally
rare hereditary disease that
causes the basement membranes of the kidney to progressively deteriorate.
Doctors also tested Sevier’s family, and discovered
the gene that causes Alport Syndrome in two of his
three children.
Doctors initially instructed
Sevier to either find a donor
or start dialysis treatment.
Further testing this August,
however, revealed the disease was spreading quicker
than anticipated. Suddenly,
Sevier had less than a year to
find an organ donor.
In stepped Kelly Tucker, the University Nursing
Center’s assistant director
of nurses. Tucker offered to
donate her kidney when she
heard about Sevier’s condi-

Last weekend, Taylor
students and community
members attended the 36th
annual Cumberland Covered Bridge Festival in Matthews, Ind.
The festival occurs at the
beginning of September each
year. It features an antique
car and engine show, local
band performances, a variety
of food stands, and a mini
petting zoo.
The Taylor Jazz Band
played at the festival again
this year to a crowd of
around 100 area residents.
They have performed at the
festival for over a decade.
Al Harrison, professor of
music and director of the Jazz
Band, appreciates the opportunity the festival provides.
“[We] enjoy doing [the festival] because it gets us off
to a good running start in
building our jazz ensemble
each year,” Harrison said.
The Jazz Band played
songs like “Smack Dab in the
Middle” by Sammy Nestico
and “Sweet Dreams” by Victor Lopez.
The
concert
featured
several soloists, including

By Leslie Leak
Associate News Editor

News

tion from his wife, Jaime, one
of Tucker’s coworkers.
Testing results revealed
that Tucker was a perfect
match for a transplant.
“I have never been the
kind of person who asks for
help, and I am amazed at the
number of people willing to
help me,” Mark Sevier said.
Deanna Yeakle, the social service director at the
University Nursing Center,
has organized many activities to help raise money for
the transplant, and for the
Sevier family.
Yeakle has sponsored food
drives, and is organizing the
Bowling Scramble.
“Deanna has been a godsend, even with her own
mother in the hospital with
health problems, "Sevier said.
Sevier is especially grateful that the people who
are most involved live near
each other. The way people
have orchestrated events
so far is very encouraging,
according to Mark Sevier.
Bowling Scramble organizers are currently focusing
on filling lanes and making sure people know when
and how to get involved.

By Alisse Goldsmith
Associate Editor

sophomores Jazz Rolle and
Megan Sauder.
“Overall the entire band
performed really well, especially for only having four rehearsals beforehand,” Sauder
said, who soloed with Rolle
on “Smack Dab.”
This was Rolle’s first
time playing at the Covered
Bridge Festival. He loved
playing this year, mostly because of the opportunity to
improvise on the set.
“I enjoy the opportunity to

be spontaneous, and creative
with the music, it gives me a
thrill that is unexplainable,”
Rolle said.
Christina Kochanek of Gas
City brought her two sons to
the festival for the first time
this year.
Kochanek’s son Jase’s favorite parts of the festival
this year were playing the
with inflatable toys and eating elephant ears.
Taylor students also enjoyed soaking up all the fes-

tival offered.
Junior John Walt visited
the festival for the first time
this year. He stopped by the
infamous camel at the petting zoo and played a game
of inflatable gladiator.
“Not only did it have good
food and a sweet inflatable
funpark,” Walt said, “but it
also had that country fair
atmosphere that at the same
time makes you feel comfortable and cheerful.”

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Juniors Amy Wood and John Walt battle each other in the inflatable gladiator fighting ring at the
Matthews Covered Bridge Festival last weekend.
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Starbucks set to open in Gas City
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The new Starbucks in Gas City is currently under construction and plans to open in January 2007. It will be located off of I-69 at the Gas City/Upland exit.

By Megan Baird
Editor-in-chief
Coffee lovers have reason
to celebrate. The Gas City
Starbucks is tentatively slated

to open January 2007, according to the Marion Starbucks.
Starbucks representatives
could not pinpoint the exact
opening date.
Construction crews wor-

ked on the building over
the summer, making substantial progress.
“I am thrilled about
[Starbucks opening],” senior
Jordan Zandi said. “Starbucks

is sweet.”
While exciting news for
Taylor students, this new
coffee locale creates competition for Payne’s and The
Jumping Bean. Steve Morley,

The Jumping Bean’s owner,
was slightly worried when
he heard about the new
Starbucks so near campus.
“[Jacob Drake and I] certainly did not like the news

[about Starbucks], but we
also understand that The
Jumping Bean has a specific
niche as the campus coffee
and specialty drink shop,”
Morley said.
Morley hopes The Jumping
Bean’s low prices and special deals, including possible
Early Bird and Night Owl
promotions, will keep customers returning.
“We hope to have a loyal
clientele who enjoy our products and appreciate some
of the custom drinks and
unique flavor combinations
that we offer,” Morley said.
The possibility of an ID
swiping system and opportunities for catering and educational events may also draw
Jumping Bean customers.
Payne’s’ unique mix of custard, coffee and sandwiches also gives it an edge. By
offering additional options
other than coffee, customers have more variety from
which to choose.
Senior Rachael Cusack, a
former Starbucks lover, is a
committed Payne’s customer.
”We already have a coffee
shop that is very involved
in the community,” Cusack
said. “We don’t need another
duplicate coffee shop.”
Taylor students inquiring
about a job at the Gas City
Starbucks should wait until
November to submit applications for employment,
according to Starbucks representatives.
Applications
can
be
obtained at and returned to
the Marion Starbucks.

Students create English, Wengatz halls host
apologetics films campus-wide worship services
By Mia Wales
News Editor
Taylor students in the communication department are
currently producing a DVD
to aid Legacy of Truth ministries in teaching apologetics
to teens.
Professor Kathy Bruner’s
Producing for Clients class
will create the DVD’s first
half. Students will produce
the second half during J-term
in professor John Bruner’s
Advanced
Multicamera
Production class.
This project began 18
months ago when Don
Jacobsen, a board member for
Legacy of Truth and Taylor,
approached Bruner about
partnering with Legacy of
Truth. An anonymous benefactor from Atlanta, Ga. provided the funds needed to
underwrite the project.
John and Kathy Bruner
are the executive producers
of the project, assisted by
student producer Tamara
Shaya, a junior communications new media major.
The DVD will contain four
short films shot and edited in high definition. Each
film is a modern parable that
addresses the topics of truth,
law, science and ethics. Instudio discussion segments
in which Peter Bocchino, the
president and spokesperson
for Legacy of Truth ministries, will discuss the content of the film with Steve
Austin, Taylor’s director of
student programs, will follow the films.
“Typically
apologetics
resources are book or lecture based,” Bruner said.
“Our…films will be essentially parables, stories that
introduce and illuminate
bigger concepts.”

News

On Sept. 1 and 2, the
students involved in the
DVD project spent two
days in apologetics workshops taught by Bocchino.
“We spent our time experiencing [Bocchino’s] teaching on apologetics,” Bruner
said. “We felt that was the
only way we could possibly
visualize the philosophical
concepts [as films].”
On Sept. 12, students pitched
12 conceptual outlines for the four films to Bocchino via
video-conferencing.
“Once we know [Bocchino's] favorites, we’ll
start fleshing out scripts,
and heading into preproduction planning,” Bruner
said. “[This includes] casting
with actors in Muncie and
elsewhere, location scouting
[and] story boarding.”
Shaya believes the films
will successfully minister to
teenagers. “I believe the project will be very effective,”
she said. “I believe teenagers
will be more likely to connect with these stories, creating an opportunity for the
Lord to move.”
Bruner is thrilled to contribute these films to Legacy
of Truth ministries. “We are
excited because God is in this
[project],” she said. “Both
Peter [Bocchino] and those
of us at Taylor are convinced
that God has put this team
of people together for this
unique project.”
The shooting is scheduled
to start at end of October.
Bocchino is the former
director of leadership training for Ravi Zacharias
International ministries and
has taught Christian apologetics on college campuses
all over the globe, including
Harvard and Princeton.

By Robin Snyder
Staff Writer
Taylor students participated in a campus-wide
worship experience Thursday evening.
The DAs, PAs and DC of
each hall organized the evening of worship.
English hall and Wengatz
hall hosted the event, providing the student body with
various creative opportunities for worship.
“Worship is not just singing, but it’s other aspects as
well,” David Ridenour, DC
for Wengatz, said.
Dorms opened at 8 p.m.
for worship activities. The
women went to English

while the men went to Wengatz. Each dorm contained
areas designated for various
expressions of worship.
Students worshiped God
through art, scripture reading and journaling, letter
writing and encouraging, reflecting, meditation, silence
and communion.
The worship experience
concluded as both men and
women gathered together
on the Wengatz front lawn to
sing praises to God.
According to Ridenour,
the worship event was timely considering it took place
right after Spiritual Renewal week.
“[It’s] just a time to reflect,
especially after Spiritual Re-

newal [week]...[Sometimes]
you can…go from this event
to that event and …never
have time to think…How
did this change my life?”
Ridenour said.
Junior Heidi Babson participated in the art segment
explained how God used her
drawing of colorful stained
glass to illustrate the work
God has been doing in
her life recently.
“I had no idea...coming
over here that God would
minister to me through just
drawing a simple picture
that actually represents a lot
of what has been going on
in my life,” Babson said. “It
just seems like the presence
of the Lord is right here.”

Seeing others worship God
through art also impacted
Babson. She noted how the
differences among the other
students’ drawings served to
demonstrate God’s ability to
minister through the arts and
speak to people in many different ways.
Junior Emily Henderson,
DA for Haakonsen hall, believed the worship experience was a great opportunity
for those who participated in
Spiritual Renewal week.
“I think this is a great
way to end Spiritual Renewal week and for people
to apply what they learned
about coming back to their
first love,” Henderson said.

Photo by Tim Huynh

Freshman Dan Swartz participates in the all-campus worship open house by spending time in the word. Swartz is one of many men who
worshiped in Wengatz hall Thursday evening.
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Elliott travels, educates on AIDS

Freshman takes summer-long tour with other teens to promote AIDS awareness
By Christine ALlen
Staff Writer
Freshman Nathan Elliott,
the owner of the Living
Hope bus and the founder of Living Hope, began a
venture this summer that
was the product of years of
dreaming. Elliott, concerned
with the AIDS epidemic in
Africa, created Living Hope
to promote AIDS awareness
across the U.S.
Living Hope began as an
idea three years ago when
Elliott was 16.
“It’s impossible for a 16
year-old to pull something
like this off, so it’s really cool
to see God’s hand at work,
literally in miraculous ways”
Elliott said.
Determined to do something to battle the AIDS epidemic, he decided to drive a
school bus across America.
Though his family and
friends first responded with
disbelief to this idea, they
played a big role in fulfilling his dream. With the help
of World Vision, Elliott and
others successfully raised the
money necessary to fund a
70-day trip.
A church near Elliott’s
home in Annapolis, Md.
donated the bus, and Fast
Signs donated the giant stickers covering the sides.
People also donated the

bus’ air conditioning units
and plasma screen television.
Elliott and his friends
renovated the bus' interior,
making it livable for the 70day tour.
Beginning in Annapolis,
Elliott and four others, chosen through a countrywide
application process, began
their cross-country trek. The
bus stopped in Chicago,
Florida, Texas, Colorado and
California before heading up
the West Coast.
The five men spoke 69 out
of those 70 days. “[We were]
trying to get the word across
about how serious AIDS is,
and also to get across that
there’s so much…that we
have the ability to do and so
we should do,” Elliott said.
Elliott and the others took
every opportunity to share
their message, speaking at
concerts, conventions, youth
groups, churches and malls.
The money made from
merchandise sold on the
trip went towards building
schools in Africa. “What we
were trying to do was raise
money from our generation,
to get our generation to care
about [the AIDS epidemic]
and do something about it,”
Elliott said.
Elliott hopes to take the
bus trip every four years. In
2009, Living Hope plans to
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The Living Hope bus was home to Elliott and his companions for 70 days as they traveled the U.S. this summer creating AIDS awareness.

travel to Africa to show the
volunteers the people that
they are helping.
"Five people die every minute from AIDS…you realize
there’s faces to each of those
individuals and [their] family and friends,” Elliott said.
Death became especially
real to Elliott after he lost
his older brother to a brain
seizure three years ago. That
increased Elliott's under-

standing of death, as well
as developed his passion to
prevent the needless deaths
caused by AIDS.
"One of the biggest things
looking back," Elliot said, "is
that I’m afraid we just look
at these statistics and just see
death and leave it at that.”
Through this ministry, he
hopes to make the AIDS epidemic more personal, and
consequently more real, to an

Victory Lanes strikes success
By Lauren Hartshorn
Features Editor
Victory Lanes, formerly
Hoosier Bowl, has reopened
its doors. Located on Main
Street in Gas City, the bowling alley is now run by Leroy
and Nancy Battieger.
In April, the couple decided to purchase the establishment after learning the current owner wanted to sell it.
The deal was closed in June
and the Battiegers immediately began refurbishing the
bowling alley.
The renovations took
much of the summer. The
Battiegers replaced furniture,
flooring, scoring equipment,
paint and even some walls.
“We spend [all day, every day] in here. I haven’t
had a day off since we beg-

an this venture in June!”
Nancy said.
All of their hard work has
paid off. The alley was completely renovated in less than
three months. It is now clean
and colorful with 12 lanes,
a restaurant, an equipment
shop and new equipment.
“We want [Victory Lanes]
to be very popular, and so
far it is,” Nancy said. “We
[don’t] do a lot of advertising
because…people [are] doing
our advertising [for us].”
The Battiegers have never
owned a business before, but
are optimistic about their
decision to start one.
“This isn’t a business that
we’re looking at as a business,” Nancy said. “We’re
looking at it as more of
an adventure.”
Before opening Victory

Lanes, Leroy worked for
Frito-Lay and Nancy worked as a special-ed teacher
in Anderson.
Victory Lanes is open
Monday through Thursday from 2-11 p.m., Friday
from 2 p.m. until 1 a.m.,
Saturday from noon until 1
a.m. and Sunday from noon
until 10 p.m.
Bowling is $2.50 a game
in the afternoon and $3.00
at night. If you bring your
student ID, you can bowl
the afternoon price any time.
Shoe rentals are $1.50 without a student ID and $1.00
with it.
Victory Lanes is open for
group events with advanced
notice. The bowling alley
will play any CDs (within
reason) that students bring
with them when they bowl.

Photo by Tim Huynh

Victory Lanes is a full-service bowling alley complete with lanes, a restaurant, and a store selling Victory
Lanes merchandise.

Open mic night beneﬁts toddler
There will be an open mic night on Thursday, September 21 in the Union. This event is put on to raise money
for Nathan Taylor, the 22 month old son of Josh Taylor,
operations manager of the Journalism Lab. Nathan is
undergoing chemotherapy to treat tumors on his optic nerves. There will be a freewill offering throughout the night to raise money for Nathan's treatment.
For more information, email angie_poag@taylor.edu

Features

Upland
Chamber of Commerce

14th annual Tenderloin Fry
All you can Eat
Friday September 15,2006
4:00-7:00 pm
Upland Eastbrook Elementary
694 S. Second Street
Carry out available

$6.00 adults $3.00 child (5-11) $1.00 (4 and under)

average American removed
from the AIDS crisis.
“Our generation is very
stagnant, myself included,”
Elliott said. “[Living Hope]
is trying to get our generation to care… about people.”
Far from being an isolated
incident, Elliott hopes to continue his involvement with
AIDS relief after graduating
from college.
A new media major, Elliott

views media as a powerful
tool with which to spread his
message. His current career
goal after gradtuation is to
go to Africa.
"I want to live in Africa. My
ideal thing would be starting
a community farm...to help
[members of the community]
get money and produce food.
I would [also] love to start an
orphanage," Elliott said.

A&E
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"Prey" takes gaming to a new level

Southern Indiana to
host the Hilly Hundred

By Josh Porter
A&E Editor

By Adam Hanna
Contributor

It is a proven scientific fact:
video games will melt your
brain. They catch your eye,
suck you in, get you hooked,
and slowly cause your brain
matter to ooze out your nostrils. Our entire generation,
and the several generations
that follow, are doomed.
However, while we are
waiting for our video gameinflicted demise, it is nice to
know that video games are
improving. Developers are
realizing that simple arcadestyle gaming is outdated,
and consumers are demanding more from the games
they play.
Developers for many recent
blockbusters like “The Elder
Scrolls IV: Oblivion” and
“Half Life 2” enlisted the aid
of professional screenwriters.
Games that play like movies
are becoming more common.
It takes the great storytelling potential of movies and
adds another level of immersion. With gripping stories
and dynamic characters, it’s
becoming more difficult for
critics to condemn video
games for being mindless. A
game that I recently played
called “Prey” is a perfect example of this.
Human Head Studios’
“Prey” tells the story of a
young Native American man
named Tomasi who, along
with his girlfriend and grandfather and other humans, is
abducted by aliens. They are
teleported to a colossal or-

Southern
Indiana
is
blessed with more than just
cornfields; it also has roads
that are perfect for cycling.
Unlike many parts of Indiana, these roads are lightly
traveled and always open
to biking enthusiasts. This,
in combination with the
Cardinal Greenway trail,
makes this area perhaps the
best in the state for cyclists.
Southern Indiana is also
home to one of the largest bicycling events in the
United States, the Hilly
Hundred. This is a two-day
event held every autumn on
country roads in the the region’s rolling, forested hills.
Men and women of all ages
ride racing bikes, tandems,
hybrids and cruisers for 50
miles on Saturday and 50
miles on Sunday. Food, live
music, and great deals on
bicycles and equipment are
also included in the weekend. Camping space is available at the tour headquarters in Ellettsville.
The first Hilly Hundred
took place in 1968 and was
comprised of 54 cyclists.
Last year, over 5,500 people
participated. The roads are
in great condition, the hills
are steep, and the leaves are
gorgeous, making for an
amazing ride.
The Hilly Hundred weekend, however, is more than
just a bike ride. Every 10 or
15 miles there is a rest stop

Photo courtesy of prey.com

"Prey" is currently in stores for the PC and Xbox 360 platforms. It is rated M for Mature.

ganic spherical shell with an
inverted gravitational field
that is orbiting the earth.
Millions of aliens populate
the sphere. This includes armored teleporting soldiers,
floating puff balls with dangling tentacles, and threelegged cybernetic insects that
appear through pores in the
ground, walls and ceilings.
Yes, it is the same old story
we’ve all heard a thousand
times, but bear with me.
The thing that makes
“Prey” great is its dynamic
storyline, and how well the
player is immersed in it. Tomasi talks and reacts realistically to everything that happens around him; he’s not a
swashbuckling hero without
fears or insecurities.
Tomasi’s goal throughout

the game is to find his girlfriend, who is on the other
side of the 300-mile-wide
sphere. He cannot compete
with the obstacles ahead of
him, but the Obi Wan-like
ghost of his grandfather
helps Tomasi slowly embrace the power of his Native American heritage. This
gives him abilities such as
spirit walking (leaving his
body) and death walking (returning from the dead).
Stop me if I am starting to
sound like a “Dungeons and
Dragons” fanatic. My point is
that none of this subject matter is taken lightly. The game
is certainly about non-stop
action, but it is also about developing Tomasi’s character,
and putting the player in his
shoes. Every major event that

alters Tomasi’s world also
impacts the player, sometimes emotionally. It is an
impressive achievement.
Every generation has
its own hot-button issue,
whether it is television, rock
and roll, or these diabolical
video games. Skeptics like
Hillary Clinton maintain
that although these games
improve hand-eye coordination, they are still mindless,
and therefore unhealthy.
For that reason, it is exciting to see video games maturing and becoming more
like playable movies. It
shows that the industry is
ready to change. Plus, who
hasn’t watched a movie and
wished they could be a part
of the action? I’ll bet Hillary
Clinton has.

"Invincible" tackles the box office
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Does the prospect of a
football/prison movie starring The Rock excite you?
If so, I envy you. You obviously don’t let silly things
like quality or depth dictate
which movies you watch.
However, if you want to
see a good football movie
that brings something new
to the table, but also includes
everything you love about
sports films, “Invincible” is
the movie to see. Despite a
few clichés and a major flaw
or two, this film takes viewers to the “end zone” and
scores a “touchdown.”
“Invincible” is based on the
true story of Vince Papale, a
Philadelphia resident who
works at a bar in the city. He
lives a mundane life, with
the exception of the football
games he plays regularly
with his friends.
Papale loses his wife and
his job, and begins to lose
faith in himself. To try to
reclaim his life, he decides to
try out for the NFL when the
Philadelphia Eagles’ coach
announces open try-outs.
Papale puts forth his best
effort, and the coaches decide

Poster courtesy of Rottentomatoes.com

"Invincible" is rated PG for
sports action and mild language.

A&E

to put him on the team.
The movie does an excellent job of showing the
impact, both in Papale’s life
and the lives of the Eagles
fans in Philly, of this chain
of events. Because it focuses
almost entirely on Papale
and the citizens he affects, it
has a unique and fresh feel.
Another thing I enjoyed is
how well the football scenes
were filmed. The first time
Vince Papale runs out onto
the game field with his fellow Eagles, the camera is
positioned right in the fray.
Many sports movies show
the action from a sideline
perspective, but “Invincible”
shows the audience how it
feels to be surrounded by
tens of thousands of fans in
a stadium football field.
The excellent cast is also
worth mentioning. Each
actor in “Invincible” suits
his or her character perfectly.
Mark Wahlberg plays one of
his best roles as the hardened
yet likeable Vince Papale.
Greg Kinnear plays Eagles
coach Dick Vermeil expertly.
Vince’s friends from the bar
are surprisingly believable,
straying away from most of
the bar patron stereotypes.
The characters are downto-earth, making it easier
to believe that these events
were accurately portrayed.
That being said, there are
a few things I did not like
about this movie. First of
all, the use of slow motion
is excessive. Anyone who
saw “Mission Impossible 2”
knows exactly what I’m talking about. I’m convinced the
movie is an hour of footage
stretched into 105 minutes.
I specifically remember
when I realized just how
overused the slow-motion
sequences are. Hundreds of
Philadelphia residents are
completing a timed sprint,
hoping to earn the Eagles’

The Myriad
makes music
By Robin Snyder
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of Rottentomatoes.com

Mark Wahlberg stars as Vince Papale in "Invincible," the true story
of a Philadelphia resident who gets a shot at playing pro football.

walk-on position. The scene
is meant to show how much
faster Papale was than everyone else, but his entire run
was shown in slow motion.
If that seems silly to you then
way to go, you’re smarter
than at least one other person: the guy who edited that
scene. This is only one of
many scenes where the use
of slow motion causes the
film to "fumble."
As I explained earlier, the
movie emphasizes Papale
and his fellow Philadelphians
rather than the Eagles. This
shows a different side of
the story, and it works to a
certain point. However, the

movie spent a lot of time
showing Papale’s interactions with his teammates, yet
none of them were developed as characters. It is difficult to cheer for a man who’s
on a team about which you
don’t really care.
Because of these noticeable
drawbacks, the movie is a
“touchdown," but doesn’t
score the “extra point.” It’s
still worth watching, though,
especially if you’re a football
fan. I just hope I don’t have
to review another football
movie anytime soon. I seem
to have run out of clever
sports references.
(Movie Rating: 7 out of 10)

with apples, cider, donuts,
muffins and fried chicken.
There is also live bluegrass
music at each rest stop. The
local communities all welcome the cyclists, who swarm
into their towns like a plague
of spandex.
Although it may sound
like a lot, fifty miles in a day
isn’t as difficult as it appears.
Many people finish each day
by 2 p.m. or 3 p.m.
“The pace is pretty slow,”
Senior Tom Cline, who’s ridden twice in the Hilly, said.
“Don’t go with the idea that
you’re in a race, cause you’ll
be disappointed and will
miss out on a lot of the fun."
He added that there are rest
stops every 10-20 miles with
good food and live music.
Lunch is fried chicken...so
you can probably see by now
that it’s more of a fun event
than a race. All of the hills
were manageable for regular
cyclists like Cline, but the elderly, children and tandems
had to walk a few.
After the day’s ride, showers are available at the school
and cyclists can return to
their tents.
If you enjoy cycling or are
just up for an adventure, this
is the ride of a lifetime. Ask
one of the several participating Taylor students for a ride
if you are interested. The
event will take place Oct. 68. For more information, be
sure to check out the web site
www.hillyhundred.org.

Nearly 125 students
attended the Monday evening concert in the Union
featuring indie rock band
The Myriad. Taylor ’s
Integration of Faith and
Culture (IFC) sponsored
the event.
“I was glad that a lot of
people came [to the concert], because it was worth
it,” IFC member Kate
Garber said.
Taylor alumnus Drew
Fortson opened for The
Myriad and played songs
from his upcoming debut
album, “The Apprentice
and the Ghost.”
The Myriad followed
this act with a high-energy
rock ensemble complete
with electric guitars, electric bass and drums. The
small size and dome construct of the Union amplified the sound that issued
from a pile of heavy, high
wattage amps on stage.
The band kept the audi-

ence entertained with
their energy and creative
musicianship. One band
member used a cello bow
on an electric guitar to create a rather ethereal, atmospheric sound.
“I like how they change
around instruments...They
are really talented and
they have a lot of potential
as a band,” junior Alyssa
Allen said.
IFC vice president Jasmin
Snyder explained why
The Myriad was picked to
come to Taylor.
“[IFC is] trying to expose
people to music that’s by
Christians, but not marketed in [the normal]
way,” Snyder said. “The
Myriad definitely fit into
[that mold] and we are
definitely excited to have
them here.”
The next IFC concert will
be held on Sept. 28 and
will feature bands Cool
Hand Luke and The Fold.
Tickets are $3 for students

and $5 for other attendees.

Photo by Amy Wood

The Myriad, Monday evening's headliner, gives a first-rate energy-driven performance.
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American liaison addresses
aliens visiting Earth (part 1)
By Marc Belcastro
Opinions Editor
Since the economy is such
a fundamental component of
our culture, one of the first
things you should hear are
the words of an American
economist named Henry
George. "Man is the only animal whose desires increase
as they [sic] are fed; the only
animal that is never satisfied." I expect that you’ll immediately find this to be true,
especially concerning those
animals (well…people) that
reside in my country.
Excuse me, what did
you say? No, I’m sorry, you
won’t be able to speak with
Mr. George. He died several
years ago. Yes, I believe there
are more individuals who
think like him. They’re just a
little more difficult to locate
in my country.
You’ll also soon notice a
rampant proliferation of mechanical and electronic devices—we call these things
"technology." The invention
and subsequent use of these
devices, however, is rather
paradoxical. You see, it’s a
direct tribute to our intellect
to have contributed to the
advancement of technology.
One of its primary functions
is to enhance life; it’s supposed to promote efficiency
by making various tasks easier and less time-consuming.
We have, for example, a
handheld device that stores
immense amounts of information, and many Americans
carry it with them every-

where. Although this device
is of great utility, it has supplanted (among other things)
the need for natural memory.
Our minds, in the process of
repeated use, become less
sharp, less dexterous, and ultimately more dependent on
such a device.
Cutting edge technology
is a splendid demonstration
of our intellect, but it’s the
intellect that is adversely affected because much of its
need is rendered obsolete. In
short, the intellect destroys
the intellect.
That’s correct, I’m glad
you brought that up. What
you’ve heard is accurate and,
as you mentioned, intensely perplexing. It’s typical
that we only work together
peacefully during, or after,
a disaster. Our weather, at
times, can become incredibly
inclement, yielding horrible
amounts of damage to people
and the things they make.
Thankfully, these events
galvanize Americans (and
representatives from other
countries), motivating them
to act on behalf of one another. Our sense of fraternity
is so numb that we require
atrocities to—how should I
say it—disturb us from our
comfortable, isolated ways
of living.
Even though our performance as beautifully compassionate beings is, in fact,
amplified by catastrophe, the
majority of us don’t express
much concern unless awareness is provided. Most of us
are woefully ignorant of the

appalling calamities occurring daily in many locations
on our planet.
One more thing and
we’ll—as they say in my
country—"call it a day." Any
form of cursory observation will quickly show that
many Americans participate
in what is called "religion."
sA religion is, basically and
properly, a system of self-consistent beliefs that, in some
regard, frequently entail the
worship and respect of one
or more deities. There is, in
fact, an odd and surprisingly
fascinating group of altruists you’re sure to encounter
during your visit. They call
themselves "Christians," deriving their namesake from
the religious, historical figure
Jesus Christ.
Ironically, most of my
country’s inhabitants (specifically the religious) don’t
fashion their behavior after
the precepts of their respective belief systems, no matter the system. Beware of
Christians, though, because
they’re especially guilty—if
you want to use that term—
of this. All know this behavioral pattern as "hypocrisy,"
and all condemn it.
Ah, you do well to inquire
about how they simultaneously maintain their altruism
and hypocrisy. Many have
asked similarly, but no one
really knows. At least one of
them is bound to accost you
during your stay. Perhaps
you could ask one yourself.

shook our country to the core:
September 11th. But what
you probably did not realize
was that this past Monday
also marked the anniversary
of a day that shaped the lives

of millions in India and the
U.K., and one could argue
the entire world.
It was on September 11,
1906 that a small, Indian attorney refused to give up
a first-class train ticket in
South Africa because of his
skin color. He determined
to rid the world of the evil
resulting from humankind's
oppression, and also the violent upheaval in resisting
such domination.
Mahatma Gandhi, affectionately referred to as
"Bapu" (Father) by his followers, became the world’s
leading advocate of a lifestyle
of "ahisma," peaceful protest.
He traded his lawyer’s suit
and Oxford diploma for a
simple loincloth and a goat.
From speaking boldly
against the atrocities of the
British Empire committed
against the Indian people, to
lying down in front of an attacking army of horses, Gandhi’s willingness to sacrifice
his body in order to save the
soul of his nation turned the
order of the world upsidedown. This man brought the
most powerful empire of the
world to its knees through
hunger fasts, being beaten,
by making headlines and
through a life of disciplined,
active, nonviolent resistance.
As we move forward in
a world that favors violence
and war as an acceptable
means of negotiation, let us
remember the life of this man
and what he taught us about
God. Let us also remember a
Man who came unassumingly in the night, destroyed our
caste system, spoke boldly
on behalf of the oppressed
and, in the end, peacefully
laid down His body for the
sake of our souls.
"Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be
called Children of God"
(Matthew 5:9).
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Distress and despair
By Zan Bozzo
Guest Columnist
As of late, I have been
confronted with a harsh reality. The once euphorically
sweet taste of life now possesses an impassable element
of bitterness. The God-Man’s
cry, found in Matthew 27:46,
"My God, my God, why have
you forsaken me?" is at last
slightly applicable.
Loss and pain are just as
contained in the reality of
life as gain and happiness.
How are we to react? What
is appropriate? Before addressing these concerns, I
must express that I am a confused layman. The following
is mere speculation aimed
at questions that currently
seem incomprehensible.
I wish to make a distinction between "despair" and
"distress." As will hopefully
become apparent, the former
is sin; the latter is not. Despair is the complete absence
or loss of hope. Distress is the
experience of extreme anxiety, pain, or sorrow. This is
a realization I found particularly difficult to accept, especially when contrasted with

Christ’s emotions exhibited
at Gethsemane and during
the Passion. Are the words of
Christ not words of despair?
I do not believe they are,
though I can see why one
might consider them as such.
Despair and distress are perceived as similar because
they are similar. Both are concerned with emotions of pain
and grief, yet the distinction
is one of attitude or mindset.
Despair is a hopeless suffering, where distress is a hopeful suffering.
St. Augustine distinguishes between two metaphorical cities: a heavenly city and
an earthly city. The former
is characterized by a “love
for God” and the latter by a
"love for self." What, though,
do these two loves have to do
with despair and distress?
Christ says at Gethsemane, “My Father, if it is possible, may this cup be taken
from me. Yet not as I will,
but as you will” (Matthew
26:39). As the betrayal and
crucifixion draw near, Jesus
asks His Father for an alternative path. This statement
might be regarded as a selfish one (a love for self) if the

proceeding sentence were
not present, “Yet not as I will,
but as you will.”
Whereas Christ’s every
action and thought is rooted
in the hope of God, we often
utter “may this cup be taken
from me” without “not as I
will, but as you will.” This is
the hopelessness of despair.
With our heartfelt conviction and addition of “not as
I will, but as you will” lays
the transition from despair
to distress.
Pain is reality. It cannot
be avoided. Despair is sin as
it is a complete rejection of
God and a full commitment
to self. It is a hopeless saunter in direct opposition to the
providence of God. Distress
is anxiety, perhaps unbearable pain and sorrow, but it
is surely not a hopelessness.
The believer distresses
when in pain, for he has the
hope of Christ; the unbeliever despairs when in pain, for
he is left to himself. Ensure
that you distress in moments
of pain, and not despair. Despair is godlessness. There is
no room for despair within
the hearts of Christians.

Remembering one man's act LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
of pacifism on September 11 Asking the difficult questions
By Laura McGrath,
Kelly Pugh &
Lauren Znachko

Monday marked the fiveyear anniversary of a day that
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Opinions

By Ross Chapman
You know those times
when you have questions but
can never ask them? Such as
when you are arguing with
a friend or significant other,
and asking a certain question might cause an awkward tension. Maybe it is
something you have always
wanted to ask your parents,
but if you did, you would
probably lose any chance of
convincing them you are on
your way to adulthood.
One question gnaws at
the depth of my being. It concerns the most fundamental
and essential imperative required of a Christian. I imagine you have asked this question, or at least have felt it in
the hollow chasm between
your heart and your mind.
I have never really asked
this question aloud because I
am afraid, embarrassed and
maybe even ashamed, but I
have always wanted an answer. I have prayed about it,
but sometimes answers are

not as clear as I would like.
How do I let the love and
grace of God infiltrate me so
it comes out in every aspect
of my life, transforming my
very nature?
Usually, this question is
prompted by an inner reflection unveiling itself in a
frustrated, confused and humiliating epiphany that goes
something like this: “Apparently, I have never let the
love and grace of God, freely
extended to me through His
Son, really saturate the inner
parts of my soul.” This divine
realization reveals itself in diverse ways to each one of us,
but it always comes after we
recognize our own sin.
I have heard some answers before: “Ask Jesus into
your heart,” “Attend church
and follow the rules” or
“Read your Bible and pray
more,” but none of these satisfy my concern. I am still left
unchanged, feeling guilty
and wondering if everyone
around me is just faking it.
I wonder if the answer is

not so simple. Actually, I am
guessing we will be asking
this question (and ones like it)
until Christ returns. But that
does not mean we should not
struggle for an answer.
The truth is, I am not going to find, understand or
experience the answer without community. If the answer
starts with confession and
repentance, it is clearly exasperating to attempt either
without a biblical community—the Body of Christ.
I need you to listen and
pray with me when I confess.
I need you to help me see
how to repent and then hold
me accountable to it. During my time at Taylor, I have
learned that it is impossible
for me, or anyone, to know
and experience the love of
Christ without community.
God designed community
and left most of the answers
to our questions somewhere
in its depths. That is why I
will never find an answer to
my question…on my own.

person, place, etc. We have
all heard the God card being used when people say “I
feel led to date this person.”
About two months later, they
come back and say, “I feel led
to end this.” Well, is God bipolar? No, not likely. Do they
just have issues? Probably.
Christians cannot live
their lives like this. With that
said, I will use the example
of sexuality. If we all lived
by our feelings, some on this
campus would be having sex
every day of the week, if not
multiple times a day (and
then there would be no reason at all to get married so
young!). This is because most
people do not “feel convicted” or “feel” in general like
remaining abstinent. Most

18-to-22-year-olds are walking hormones. It is almost
embarrassing to the general
population.
My point is that we do
not abstain from sex because
of our feelings. About nine
times out of ten, most of us
cannot feel the Spirit relieving our sexual desires. No,
rather we live by the truth
professed by the Church, by
the confession of our faith,
and by the truth found in the
Word of God. All of that tells
us to abstain from adultery,
fornication, and defiling our
bodies with our lusts. So we
obey because we love God,
and we believe in His truth.
You feel me?

The reason for abstinence
By Kaitlyn Dugan

Do you ever get suspicious of people God talks to
all the time? They are never
short on feelings sent from
the Almighty Himself, such
as "I feel led to go to Africa,"
"I’m called to the ministry,"
or "The Lord has really put
this on my heart." After all,
everyone knows God seems
to speak like this nowadays.
The other day my friend
told me that she doesn’t "feel
convicted" by the Holy Spirit
about dating someone who
does not share her belief in
Christianity. I hear this a lot
within the evangelical subculture, and other things like
"I feel the Holy Spirit guiding
me to" this particular school,
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Taylor falls 42-0 in home-opener against Quincy, suffers 12th straight loss
By Andrew Neel
Sports Editor
Expectations were high
for the Trojans heading into
Saturday’s game against the
Hawks of Quincy, especially
after Taylor lost by only a
touchdown to rival Anderson on Sept. 2.
Eager Trojans fans assembled for the home-opener at
Jim Wheeler Memorial Stadium, hoping to see Taylor’s
first victory since the 2004
season. What the fans saw
was an emphatic win for the
road team.
Quincy (1-1) scored 21
points in the first quarter on
its way to a 42-0 victory over
Taylor (0-2), which suffered
its 12th consecutive loss, dating back to the beginning of
last season.
“It’s not that we didn’t
have opportunities to make
plays; we just didn’t make
them,” Trojans coach James
Bell said. “One big thing that
hurt us this game was missed
tackles; we didn’t respond to

Trojans Sports
(Home games in bold)

Football

(0-2)
L, 42-0 Quincy
Upcoming games:
Saturday
Greenville 1:00

Volleyball

(10-6, 1-1)
(2-2), Madonna Invitational
W, 3-0 Huntington
Upcoming games:
Friday-Saturday
Trojan Challenge 3:00
Sept. 19
at Goshen

Men's Soccer

(1-5-1)
L, 1-2 Georgetown
L, 3-0 Brescia
Upcoming games:
Friday
at Indiana Tech
Saturday
at Earlham

Women's Soccer

(1-5, 0-1)
L, 6-0 Trinity Christian
L, 2-0 Spring Arbor
L,1-0 (2 OT) - Malone
Upcoming games:
Sept. 19
at Bethel

Men's Tennis

(3-2, 2-1)
L, 6-3 Olivet
W, 6-3 Bethel
W, 9-0 Huntington
Upcoming games:
Saturday
Marian 10:00
Sept. 19
Spring Arbor 3:00

Women's Tennis
(3-3, 1-2)
L, 5-4 Olivet
W, 5-4 Bethel
W, 6-3 Earlham
L, 6-3 Huntington
Upcoming games:
Saturday
Marian 10:00
Sept. 19
Spring Arbor 4:00

Cross Country

1st of 3, Taylor Invitational
Upcoming games:
Friday
at Indiana State

Golf

6th of 8, Indiana Wesleyan
Upcoming games:
Sept. 21
TU Invitational
(Walnut Creek) 11:00

Sports

pressure well.”
The Hawks used a balanced rushing and passing
attack to amass 358 yards of
total offense in the game.
“Overall, the offense was
able to come together and
play as a team. Our offensive line made big holes and
our receivers did their jobs,”
senior Hawks quarterback
Matt Wehrle said.
Wehrle passed for 162
yards and three touchdowns
to lead the Quincy offense.
The Hawks defense was
equally potent, shutting out
the Trojans and holding them
to 95 yards of total offense.
“We have a fast defense.
That’s something we emphasize in our program,” Quincy
coach Bill Terlisner said.
Quincy’s defense broke
through Taylor’s offensive
line, and applied a constant
stream of pressure on the
Taylor quarterback, junior
Trennen Kidder, who passed
for 71 yards.
The Hawks also blocked
two Trojans field goal at-
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Junior Taylor quarterback Trennen Kidder (right) tries to evade tacklers in Saturday's game against Quincy. The Trojans fell to the
Hawks 42-0. Quincy put up 21 points in the first quarter and led 35-0 by halftime. The quick Quincy defense was able to hold Taylor
to 95 yards of total offense, while the Hawks potent offense ran or passed for 358 yards.

tempts, one of which the
Quincy defenders returned
for a touchdown.
“I think we were nervous

about playing against a team
with [Quincy’s] speed and
strength,” Bell said. “We
need to focus on execution

and keeping the ball moving; if we keep playing with
heart, we’ll be fine.”
The Trojans will try to

bounce back on Saturday
when they host Greenville at
1p.m. in their final non-conference game of the season.

Taylor swings to sixth Week two picks

Golf team finishes sixth out of eight at IWU
By Andrew Neel
Sports Editor
with

M a K e n z i e D o e p ke

Taylor golf finished sixth
out of eight teams at the Indiana Wesleyan Fall Invitational last weekend.
The event, which took
place on Friday and Saturday, was held at the Meshingomesia Country Club, located in Marion.
Senior Matt Hall led the
Trojans with a 78-74 for a
two-day total of 152. Taylor
junior David Downey had
the second-best performance
for the Trojans with rounds
of 78 and 81 for a total score
of 159.
The other Taylor golfers
were sophomore Ty Luther

and freshmen Austin Brown
and Trevor Fitch.
Brown went 81-83 for a
score of 164, Fitch finished
with 166 after two rounds of
83 and Luther also had a twoday total of 166 after scores of
85 and 81, respectively.
"[Hall] led the team with
his play," Downey said. "We
did not play anywhere near
our potential as a team. "
The invitational was designed so five players would
play from each school, but
only the four highest scores
would count.
Host Indiana Wesleyan
won the event with team
scores of 301 and 303, one
stroke higher than Marian
College, nine strokes higher

than the rest of the field .
Taylor finished with team
totals of 320 and 319.
"Each round I got off to a
horrible start, and it was a
big hole to come back from.
It was frustrating because I
played well for 16 holes in
both rounds, but two holes
kept me from shooting what
I should have," Downey said.
"Unfortunately, the rest of the
team struggled as well."
The Trojans are coached by
Jon Ochs.
"I am encouraged [by] the
play of my freshman players," Ochs said.
The Trojans will play next
at the Walnut Creek Golf
Course on Thursday in the
Taylor Invitational at 11 a.m.

With his bold prediction of St. Louis' upset over Denver last
week, Trevor has jumped to an early one-game lead over Andrew.
This week, Trevor predicts the Packers will knock off New Orleans, while Andrew thinks the Redskins will prevail in Dallas.
Andrew Neel’s picks:
Last week: 10-6
Season: 10-6
Carolina 21 @ Minnesota 17
Buffalo 16 @ Miami 24
NY Giants 24 @ Philadelphia 20
N.O. 21 @ Green Bay 7
Houston 10 @ Indianapolis 35
Detroit 6 @ Chicago 17
Cleveland 13 @ Cincinnati 31
Tampa Bay 7 @ Atlanta 28
Oakland 14 @ Baltimore 23
Arizona 13 @ Seattle 17
St. Louis 24 @ San Francisco 21
Tennessee 10 @ San Diego 31
New England 20 @ NY Jets 17
Kansas City 17 @ Denver 23
Washington 20 @ Dallas 17
Pittsburgh 23 @ Jacksonville 21

Trevor Kight’s picks:
Last week: 11-5
Season: 11-5
Carolina 24 @ Minnesota 17
Buffalo 13 @ Miami 24
NY Giants 27 @ Philadelphia 21
N.O. 17 @ Green Bay 20
Houston 13 @ Indianapolis 24
Detroit 10 @ Chicago 19
Cleveland 14 @ Cincinatti 28
Tampa Bay 17 @ Atlanta 14
Oakland 14 @ Baltimore 23
Arizona 20 @ Seattle 27
St. Louis 31 @ San Francisco 13
Tennessee 21 @ San Diego 31
New England 21 @ NY Jets 10
Kansas City 17 @ Denver 20
Washington 21 @ Dallas 23
Pittsburgh 20 @ Jacksonville 28

Taylor runners lead the pack
Men's and women's cross country finish first at Taylor Invitational
By Anna daniels
Staff Writer
The Trojans cross country
teams competed Saturday in
their first meet of the season
against St. Francis and Bethel. Both teams finished strong
and surpassed their competitors by a wide margin.
The men’s team placed first
with 17 points, while Bethel
earned 48 points and St.
Francis, 83.
The women’s team did
equally well, placing first
with 20 points. Bethel again
came in second with 40, and
St. Francis was third with 123
total points.
Senior Lolly York, one of
the team captains, ran the
fastest in the 5K with a time
of 18 minutes, 53 seconds.
“It’s a good place to start
the season [but] I’d like to be
faster,” she said.
When asked about expectations for this year’s nationals, York was enthusiastic.
“As a team, it’s possible [to
place] because of the depth
we have. [We have] some
quality runners.”
Freshman Hilary Pederson
finished the race in 20:59 for
third place.
“I love the team; we’re all
really close and it’s a really

encouraging environment,"
Pederson said. "That makes
it easier to run.”
Pederson shares York’s optimism about the possibility of nationals. “We hope to
make it to nationals but we
won’t count our season as a
failure if we don’t,” she said.
Women’s coach Cindy Callison was pleased with how
the Lady Trojans ran on Sat-

urday. “[There were] only 25
seconds between our second
and fifth runners. The next
pack was less [than] 30 seconds behind the first pack,
and they have the potential
to close that gap,” she said.
The men’s team clinched
the top three spots in the 8K
run. Freshman Michael Pabody placed first with 26:49,
while sophomore Braxton

Fritz was a close second at
26:56. Freshman Tom Robertson took third with a finishing time of 28:10.
“We got off to a good start
but there is still a lot of work
to be done,” Pabody said.
While fourth place went to
Bethel, junior Drew Smith
placed fifth with 28:55.
“The freshmen this year
are running extremely well;

I can’t wait to see what this
squad is capable of [this season],” Smith said.
The men’s team, led by
coach Ted Bowers, is also
looking forward to competing at NAIA nationals.
“I will let our legs speak
[for us],” sophomore Christian Leman said. “I believe
that we have the potential to
do great things this year.”
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Sophomore Braxton Fritz (left) and freshman Michael Pabody lead the field during Saturday's Taylor Invitational.

